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SOCIAL ACCOUNTING

This seminar coincides with the timely pUblication of s- book by Neil

Gunningham 'Safeguarding the Worker'.! Actually, r shall be llaunching' this book at

12.30 pm today. Anyone who can bear~a second speech in the lowest form of pUblic

oratory - book launching - is welcome to turn up.

Gunningham starts with the well known fact that Australia's statistics On

work-relatedinjury --'like the statistics on the criminal justice system a-nd so much other

social data- in- our country. -'- are appalling.· We juSt do not know the precise -nature and

causes of the-problem. -Until we do, it isdiffieult to shape any systematic approach to the

problem's solutions.
\

However, even on the basis of the, grossly in'adequate data ava11able to' us in

Australia it is clear that Australia's record in occupational health and safety is poo~.. Mr

Haydery pas' called it 'shocking'.2 Mr Ian Macphee has described ,;it as 'deplo'rable'.3

Leave aside entirely the human tragedy arid the individual pain and' suffering. Simply in

economic terms the problem is manifestly a serious One. It seems clear that:

a million working days a year are lost because of accidents at work;

almost half a million people suffer incapacitating work injuries in such accidents;

over :300 'die from work-r'ela:ted injuries and this is almost certainly an

under-estimate when it is remembered· that prob,gbly a third of aU cancer cases are

work-related, directly or indirectly;

the overall cost of industrial accidents in Australia has been estimated at about

$6.5 billion a year;
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til most years, the. numbers of days lost from occupational injury und disease is

almost twice the number lost as a result of strike action - which captures so much

media, political and publi~ attention;

for every Aus~ralian injured on the roads, about five are injured at work.4

Even al~owing 'for the iact that modern life can sometimes be inescapably dangerous,

these iigures are a rebuke to our society. They clearly go beyond non-preventable levels.

Yet the figures are often stated. The result has generally been a deafening silence of

;-esignation, apathy and e~en indifference.

The basic problem is that, in a free society such as Australia, we fail to do

;ocial accounting. We fail to look at opportunity costs. We fail to calculate the C?sts to

society as a· whole of. tackling large and complex· problems involving many participants:

the costs of hospitalS for the injured, courtrooms for their disputes and so on. In social

terms, it would clearly. reward our society many times over tospend funds on occupational

health and safety. But because. responsibility for the costs of doing so cannot easily be

brought home to those primarily involved, nothing tends to .be done. :We drift along with a

framework of laws and policies, many .of them developed in earHer.,laissez faire ,times.

Yet. as Gunningham points out, our current laws and policies are clearly not operating

effectively. Otherwise.we would have a better record than we have.

As a result of:,a number of initiatives taken in the last two years, it now. appears

-that we are on the brink ofa new approach to occupational health and safety in Australia.

It is not. before time. The first active moves towards a more national approach to the

problem were foreshadowed whe'n Ian Macphee was Minister for Industrial Relations. In

part, his initiative grew out of the appreciable gro'!!th of interest in the trade union

movement· since the mid 1970s.in occupational health and safety issues. The AMWSU led

the way :-'iith two full-ti~€:. safety officers and several oth~r unions have followed this

lead.5 The State Governments, following detailed inqUIrIes, began to introduce,
reforming legislation. Like a wave, this legislation .influenced developments in other

States, so that reforms have been introd.l:lced~ or ar~ in~the process of introduction, in New

30uth Wales, South Australia~ Western Australia, Tasmania and Victoria.

In July HlB2 the Australian Labor Party 8t·it~""NationBIConferenceadopted a

comprcnensive health and safety _policy. It committed itself to,.giv.e.8 Eederal lead on

safety issues and to reform. '·'~erious Shortcomings in current health and safety

programs. 6 The Economic Accord between the Australian Labor Party and the ACTU

repeated this commitment. Specifically, ,it promised the setting up of an Interim ~ational

Health and So'.lfety Commission as the first step to the implementation of a Federal policy.
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The ~ ..ltianal Economic Summit held in April 1983, after the change of government

comprised leading participants from government, industry and the trade union movement.

It united in urging that fthe nation must give occupational health and safety a greater

priorityl.7 The Interim National Commission was then established. Commendably, it

received strong' bipartisan support, voiced by Ian :\1acphee. With speed and thorou.ghness,

the rote'rim. Commissi.on published i~s report in :\1ay i 984. That report, -- with its 'specific

recommendation for a natiohal strategy on occupational health and safety, is the focus of

this seminar.

According to media accounts following the tabling of the report of the Interim

CommiSsion, the Federal Government is expected to act quieklyOl'l' the recommendations

contained in it, so' far" as 'these urge the development of national occupational health and

safety standards.Mr Willis has committed the government to the early establ~shmentof a

permanent national tripartite body which will be responsible for drafting new guidelines

governing safety 'in the ,-workplac'e.' ,This body Vlill replace the Interim Commission. 'The

report, conscious of the 'impediments to 8l:!tion that can arise'in the Byzantine world of

Canberra oureaucracy, specifically recommended that one Minister should be responsible

for all occupational health and safety matters at the Federal level and that this·l\1inister

shoUld be the Minister for Employment and, Industriaf" Re1atitins,;8 This 'proposal was in

conflict with the platform of, the ALP. ThafpIatform had divided occupational health and

safety responsibilities between three portfolios - Industrial', Relations, Health and

Emrironment.To clear away ,this 'contradiction' and to remove one "of- the last remaining

impediments to Federal legislation, Mr Willis secured a' resolution' from the recent

meeting of the ALP Natiorial Conference. 'The Conference carried the resolution giving

the government a free hand in determining the administrative arrangements for

implementation of its policies on occupational health and safety. The' :\iinister gave the

assurance that" the resolution was intended to avoid fan extremely messy process1 in--away

that 'will not in any way diminish the thrust of our ~licyl. So the stage is n~w set:~for

action~'''-

I was 'present at a dinner -in Melbourne l305t Saturday when Professor :'>fanning

Clark:"'" with characteristic evangelical Iervour reminded the Ministers, und other

pUblic leade'rs present of the natUlte of the pUblic stage. It is a fre'\101ving 'stage' he

asserted. The pUblic figures upon' it are there for a. brief time. .-\11 too soon they are

replaced' by'new actors, centre stage, a's the stege of public life t with all its drama, turns.

Let us hope that the currcnt actors'seize the opportunity now presented to them and make

the most of the spotli'ght that is currently upon them. The present Prime~1inister. Mr

Hawke, is uniquely well placed t6 dO this. Opportunities such as p~~ rarely recur.
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NEW ~AWS: THE ISSUES

Non legal action. N~one nowadays pretends that passing new.laws is th~ simple·

and universal solution for curing the world's ills. Setting up a National Safety Commission,

.~,;. arming it with an appropria.te executive, providing for a research institute ll'.ld so on will

not of ther:n~elves remove Australia1s problems of occupational health and safety.~By the

same token, old laws, inadequate laws, ill-focused laws or absence of, law can sometimes

contribute to an incompetent social response to large social problems. I am sure that this

is the case with occupational health and safety. ..;:..

Earlier this year I had the task of addressing, and -later summing up, a

conferen~eOfl these issues.",in Perth.9 The conference brought home to me "the fact that

law can ,sometimes reinforce work safety.• But other initi~tives are needed:

the design of VDUs, of. chairs and office equipment in such a· way as to reduce

work-related disabilities, particularly the growing problem of teno:synovitisj

the improvement of the investigation of injuries in order -to isolate ~auses and to

prevent recurrences;

the. better. instruction of new employees, astheY'''commence work, so thaF.health

and safety procedures are und.ers.tood by them from the very outset, including,

Where necessary, in their own languages;

the provision of readily available safety· consultation on matters· SUch as protective

equipment, Doi.se control and so on.

Detailed legislation on SUbjects ,su'ch as this cannot be expected - or. ·cannot be expected

in the short run. Motivating, informing and sensitsing people at the. wO.fkfnce is much

more important.

Points in common. Analysing the varTous contributions to the Perth .debate, it

was instructive to see the large measUre of common ground that· 'seems to exist in

Australia about new occupational health and safety .legislation. The report of the Interim

Commission, publiShed since the meeting in Perth, reinforces this .im.prl?ssion. The

agreements include:

tne need to enact new and more comprehensive legislation, including legislation

which states goals and establishes new machinery under fresh and highly motivated

perso~n~J;

the need to e~tablish tripartite commission... or other su~~_ bodies to provide a new

focus for developing legislation, administrative policies, research and. e~ucation;

.~-
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the· need to establish specialist advisory committees or other bodies to teclde

contentious, difficult or sensitive topics that need specific attention - whether the

special problems of migrant' workers in high-risk areas, the special, needs of women

workers, the ,special hazards of chemical industries, the asbestos \vorker an~ so on;

the need to, enhJ!lllce the numl;>ers and powers of inspectors -charged wUh monitoring

super-vising and enforcing the'law, So that something better than criminal remedies

and puny fin"es are available to them ~o add to their' armoury in tuc:ding injury

prevention;

the imposition of new duties on employees andemployers~alike;

the establishment of systems of safety' representation inc!i..1ding, in appropriate

cases,the creation of on-site committees to permit a corlstant dialogue about

safety improvement;-

the devotion o~ more-funds to safety educaUon, training and research;

the provisiorLoJ new attention to accident compensation laws, so that these are

more closely- addressed to the problem of--'-rehabilitation - replacing the 'pot of

gOld' philosophy which has, until now, largely motivated our compensation system.

Points of difference. By the 'same' token, it is no use ignoring,the points of

difference that exist, as neW occupational health. and safety legislation is enacted

throughout Australia. ,These points of difference include:

whether it is timely and useful to sweep away the old frame'work'of highly specific

State legislation, replacing it by general legislation or whether some interaction

between the' ,old and the new is needed;'

whether safety commi~tees should have coereive powers at the, work site and

whether such powers would be effective anyway.:....in the current economic situation;

whether the clear evidence of the high riSk of ethnic workers with language

difficulties and in r~sky occupations warrants priority special attention to their

needs; 10

whether there should be a legally recognised and. enforceable right of workers to

stop work, without economic (Jr'. industrinl pe~lalty, in circumstances that they

contend that- the work co.nditiori~,~re unsafe or ine~capablydangerous to l)ealth;

whether the new,jegislation sha~td impose' an on~ ~n-.employers to prove safety or~_

instead; adhere' to the old approach of requiring th~se who asser.t .unsafe conditions

to prove it;

whether licensing, with its'~~enerally costly bureaucr,'lcy. is an appropriate response

to all or at least some specially hazardous, industries in'order to uphold the highest

standards of safety where workers are specially at riSk;

".-,
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whether we should spend more on research and statistics in the hope of converting

this information into a more effective social policy Which will provide sanctions

that are_ more c~eftilly,-designed and so, more effective. It is perhaps in this

respect that__ Mr Gunningham1s book is most interesting. He .points out-the.t criminal

sanctions which !lave been used to enforce industrial safety legislation in the past

~r.e notoriously inept- _and-incompetent. ?tlost defendants are corporations and you

cannof'put cpr.porations in prison - th_e ultimate criminal sanction. Furthermore,

most fines are puny by comparison to the profits of the corporation,,;representing a

'f1eabite~ ~n9simply.a.small~ cost factor in the operation which does not amount to

an effect-lve incentive .to c)lange old-established but unsafe working conditions. The

best ;cha,pte:r in !'vIr Gunningham's book is that on The Way Ahead. ltis_here that he

explores alternative sanctions, more sensitive to the nature of the behaviour to be

cont~ol1ed.ll It is a 'chapter that should be~ carefully read by all - -particularly by

the incomi~gSafety Commission. It mentions-the facilities for preventative orders,

the licensing 9f certain work·. places 'and hazardous work processes in some

·circumstances, licensing of -.- toxic -substances -,which-are specially dangerous,

provision of criminal sanctions against individuals, by lifting the veil of the

corporation, the enforcement of written, pre-distr~buteds'afety po.licies and better

administration of safety laws and.procedures._All of these new .ideas deserve close

attention.

THE FEDERAL ROLE

By far the most controversial issue in Perth ,is one which remains following the

report Of the Interim Commission. I refer to the Federal role in occupational ,health and

safety in Australia. The Interim Commission report r~ommended:

a comprehensive. scheme for occupational_health and safety of Federal employment;

the removal of any dichotomy between pUblic and private sectorS in areas of

Federal jurisdiction;

development of priority,legislat.io.n for Fe~eral jprisdictionj

establishment of appro.priate: -mechan"tsms to facilitate co-operatiofl. between

interests in Federal employment. in the ACT and t.?~e..,._externalTerritories;

urgent revision and updating of ACT ordinances.

However, the report stops short of recommending national legislation enforcing standards

throughout Australia. Although it is understood that this approach
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was _...f>ported by some members of the ACTU who "were sceptical about voluntary

standards which might be developed under the umbrella of the proposed Commission, the
. "

idea of legislation incorporating enforceable safe standards was rejected by the Interim

Commission. It stressed that the Commonwealth should co-ordinate a. national approach

through consultation with the States instead of im!?osing uniform laws in this area. The

report recommended- instead 'the path of consultation and uniform laws along a

"co-ordinated -a~proach' to legislation by Federal and State authorites. It· suggests the

drafting of model laws so that the pro90sed National Commission wm develop model

legislation which could then be accepted by State Governments and Parliaments.

This emphasis on consensus -is also highlighted by the recommendation that the

proposed Commission should aim to operate by unanimous decision of its members,

including in the development of national ocoupational health and safety stan~ards. Where

unanimity is not possible, the'Interim Commission report recommends that-'sffirm"ative

votes be decided- by-at least 12 of the Commission's proposed 16 members. The proposed

Commission--willbe --a:largebodY"'comprising a full-time Chairman, three nominees. from

the ACTU and the Come tion" of'·AiJstralian IndUStry, two Federal Government.

nominees and'one repro tativefrom each-of the states and the Northern Territory. This

vote of 12--'out"of.. ese 16 r'epresents- a -higher proportion-even than the two-thirds'vote

im'posedby the American founding .fattiers on critical --advice -and consent provisions

involving the SenatEdn the Congress.

We are in the E!arly days of-moves towards a national approach to occupational

health and safety in Australia. I fUlly recognise a- number of factors that inhibit any

sudden- .shift' to a national approach, even though' such a national' approach is what.

essentially, 'ha.s happened in the other' comparable English':'speaking :federations; the

United Statesand Canada in rec"ent years:-'
,-.

::1:he area of occupational. health"and safety has traditionally been a State aroea of

legislative and administrative concern. There are State 6urcaucr~cics1 State

officials, State -laws. Where so many careers and interests -are involved, it can be

disturbing to shift theCocus quickly to a national approa-ch. .,:', .

Furthermore, for- the likely future, it is probable that the enforcement' of laws will

continue -to have to, rely upon State officials. The CommonNeRlth would simply not

have the resourl1es to provide adequate officials in the whole variety of small

towns across the continent 'Nhe!"e problems of occupatiorial health and safety arise•

•\s wen" decentralisation of 811ministration is generally a good thing in our Vast

. country with its scattered centres of population.
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Additionally, the e:-:perience of recent years teaches that some measure of

experimen.tation, in differing jurisdictions can have _a positive and. stimulating

effect upon. reform. 'Good ideas can be tried in <me ju~isdiction, saY,South

Australi~._When the heayens do not fall in, those good ideas can then be adopted in

other States.

~ ,w.ell, :where a shift in constitutional responsibility is envisaged, the lesson of

Australian "history ~ that it can sometimes be achieved more .effectiyely if it is

taken in stages.

For all these-reasons, it may be appropriate to start with the approach suggested by the

Interim Commission and apparently to be .a~opted,by the government.

How~ver, I take this opportun;ty tovoice two words of caution. Tht;;!y arise from

my experience over the past ten years in law refor.m •.The first relates to the difficulty of

securing uniform laws and the advantage., where there. is'-constitutional,power, in decisive

action by the-·Commonwealth Parliament, where decisiye-.action is .clearly' ,needed~ The

second relates, to the danger which consensus- bodies may face of opting for the: lowest

common denominator,particularly ·if they :are under _the' nec.essity.qf a ,75,. per :cent

affirmative Yote•.· I believe that, at lea~t· in-part" caution about these .-proposals. is the

less0l.l of the efforts. of law reform il) the field of defamation::- alsQ·8. sensitive ·area of

law reform where there are powerful and opinionated interestogroups. The ,Law Reform

Commission proposed a reformed law·in 1979. It suggested that this reformed law could be

achieved either through ,national ,Federal 1egislatipn <c:overing mo~t ,;of the field) or

through uniform laws by agreements with the States and the Northern, Territory. rhe then

.FederalGpvernment chose the latter course. The result has been, over a series of languid

meetings of the. Standing Committe~ of Attorneys-General in places as far apart and

congenial as Cooktown, Perth and Queenstown, New Zealand, the prepa~ation of

compromise legislation which apparently pleases no-one. The attempt has not yet been

aban~ore~. I do not wish_ to say anything that will cripple it rurthe~. But the lesson of

Australian Fed,eration is that it is extremely difficult to get agreement even on innocuous

matters. We cannot evenagr~e,onthe time o~ day. The prospe.:!t of. securing agreement on

the radical and far-reachi~g reforms that may. be necessary for a new f:l,:!,d ..spirited and

even partly radi.cal attac.l< on occupational health and safety does not s~em to me to be

enhF.lnced by the institutional framework proposed by the Interim report.

'-
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There is further renson for saying this. Since the originw move towards a

national strategy on occupational health and safety, a most important and relevant

decision has been handed down by' the High Court of Australia in the Tasmanian Dams

case) 2 This decision has made much more clear than in the past the consti lutionsl

power of tne Federal Parliament to legislate, in respect of corporations nod pursuant to

obligati<?ns assumed under international conventions. There are a number of international

conventi~ns-o{the International Labour Organisation (ILO) which. wi-th perfect propriety,

the Australian Government could ratify, -thereby providing a basis for" the establish"rnenl of

minimal- conditions of employment throughout the CommonweRlth. For example, the

Occup~tional Saf~ty and Health Convention- 1981 of' the ILO (No 155) is one 'of the

international instruments which could be called:in aid, as a result of the Tasmanian Dams

case, to ground appropriate Federal legislation.

I r.ealise that there 15 sensitivity in some quarters about the decision in that

case, a.nd about pressing forward unilaterally· wrtlt'Federalli~giSlationand'disturbingthe

status quo in the distribution of powers in our Federation~ l'also realise that- Federal

legislation for its own- sake· is not·a valid objective; though it must be said that -business

increasingly looks to the political' process in Alistralia to provide' national standards for

operations throughout the'country'. I also r'ealisethat institutional impediments may stand

in the, way 'of prbmpta~tion. For all this~:1 do believe that thought should' be given before

too long to the possibility of Federa!' legislation for mirHmum standards in oCcupational

health and safety throu'ghout AuStralia. My reasons are four:

the difficulty of securing agreement on appropriate uniform standards where so

many bodies and so man-y:'differing 'and even conflicting interests must concur and

where the history and traditions of our Federation are so discouraging;

the concern of the 'flight of capital'13 by which~ di'fferentfei.ls in safety'standards

maybe played lipan· by' particular" States or jurisdictions to attract investment in

business and industry in a way that discourages the setting of appropriate and just

standards that defend health· and safety Ilt work;·

the 'concern that having) to get ~grecment.of so~ many people in such a rarge body

might sometimes become, a·'formuls for inaction, delay, prevarication and. timidity

when what is needed: is action,:swiftand speedy, bold...resolution and firm decisions;

finany, there is the national interest. It is ~urci;·'riot in the national interest that

there Should be significant .di.fferentials in the laws that protect and safeguard the

worker health and safety "h··different parts of our contry. Although it (s true that a
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wave of .relevant legislation is passing through some of the States, much of it

similar, no action is contemplated in other parts of the Commonwealth.. This

differential treatment' of workers, their health and safety in different parts of the

nation is diff~cmlt to justify at lesst when 0 prdper constitutional basis appears to

exist for SUbstantial uniform la\'/5 enaC!ted by the Federal Parliament.

Too-'many people are too apologetic about the Tasmanian Dams decision. I see

no reason to be so.. It is a decision of our highest court. It states the fundamental law of

our Constitution. True it is it changes, in. some ways, things previously understood. But

that.is not at aii unusual ina Federation, including in .the Australian. Federation. I think

we should· reflect positively- upon the Tasmanian Dams decision" Fer.from 'being a matter

of constitutional embarrassment and political caution, it could be'~ seen as oS: decision

which, at a critical moment, allows Australia to join in appropriate cases the gradual

world action towards international laws, gUideline~ and standards. The corollary 'of such

moves is the facility in the Federal Parliament. to'i'lay its part,on behalf of Australia, in

participating in worldwide .a.ctivity: toward worldwide standards. This shOUld not be .a

source of apology. It is simply a statement that. Australia,as a nation, is part of a world

community in Which more and, more. -is being achieved at 'an international level.

Technology forces us into. an international framework for looking at certain questions.. It

is so with nuclear te~hnCilogy. It is sO with biotechnology.· It is so· with information

technology whicoh n'owadays so pervades the world. I believe it .is ,also true of at least the

minimal standards to be:applied for occupational health and safety.

Given the urgency 'of tackling the tasks before our country in occupational

llealth and safety and thegenerBl desirability of a nationBl approach. which is fresh and

vigorous, I would hope that attention will be given_to the proper means of achieving

national laws, where appropriate, through Federal legislation. This will especially become

necessary if, as I ruefulloY,·suspect, the proposed National Commission is locked 'into the

normal snail-like pace and cautious approaches of other Federal/State co-operative

ventures in our country. In short, if co-operution fails·'or succeeds tepidly; I would hope

that those who are watching will reflecLupon .the.perfe~tly legitimate constitutional righ~

arid duty of the Commonwealth .to safeguard working people,by enacting Federal minimum

standards enforceable w.herever the work may be done throu.zhout the nation.
. '. -'~

I have now strayed, beyo'nd the time allotted for me.. Brevity is not a famous

quality of Her ;\olajesty's jUdges. Iinust depart from this meeting. But I will wRtch closely

the results of your deliberations and the in.... titution. procedures, laws and personnel that

are to follow.
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